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Without pandemic-era
telehealth extensions,
players like CVS and
Amazon could be in a bind
Article

The news: Major digital health industry players like Amazon’s One Medical, Cleveland Clinic,

CVS Health, and Google implored Senate leadership to extend pandemic-era telehealth
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flexibilities for two years past the end of the COVID-19 public health emergency (PHE) date,

per Modern Healthcare. The PHE is currently expected to last until mid-January 2023.

Top digital health players already convinced the House: Earlier this year, the House voted to

extend pandemic telehealth flexibilities to 2024. Now, it’s up to the Senate to pass the bill.

In July, the chamber overwhelmingly voted 416 to 12 to pass the Advancing Telehealth

Beyond COVID-19 Act.

The bigger picture: Vendors cannot rely on direct-to-consumer visits alone as telehealth visits

drop. They’ll need more flexible reimbursement policies to get paid via insurance.

Consumers are already reducing their telehealth use as COVID-19 becomes less of a major

health threat.

As less consumers adopt telehealth, better reimbursement policies will be imperative for

healthcare giants to ensure telehealth will be financially sustainable long-term. In fact, the

letter from major healthcare industry players to the Senate indicated that the uncertainty of

telehealth waivers is starting to impact innovation.

Our take: We think the Senate will pass the bill to extend the telehealth flexibilities to at least

2024.

The fact that the bill passed with an overwhelming majority in the House is a good sign. Plus,

most telehealth extension bills have bipartisan support—a major key to getting a bill passed

quickly.

So, through 2024, more telehealth services (like audio-only telehealth visits) could be

reimbursed.

Plus, giants like CVS Health and Amazon can continue expanding their Medicare originating

sites for telehealth. As a result of the public health emergency, Medicare patients can receive

telehealth services at more locations (like their home or other facilities).

National telehealth adoption dropped almost 4% in June this year alone, per the latest Fair

Health data.

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/telehealth-utilization-fell-nearly-four-percent-nationally-in-june-2022-301621770.html
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This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence's Digital Health Briefing—a daily recap

of top stories reshaping the healthcare industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

Are you a client? Click here to subscribe.

Want to learn more about how you can benefit from our expert analysis? Click here.
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